[The characteristics of the change in the catecholamine content of the brain in inbred mouse strains under zoosocial stress].
Noradrenaline (NA) and dopamine (DA) contents in various brain regions and their dependence on genotype, determining predisposition to domination, were studied during 7 days after the formation of artificial micropopulations consisting of 6 male mice of different genotypes. Significant changes of NA level were found in the olfactory bulbs and in the medulla oblongata and of DA in the hypothalamus and the hippocampus. Genotypic differences in NA levels were found in the hypothalamus and in DA levels--in the hippocampus. Reactions of RT males predisposed to domination differed both in noradrenaline and DA systems of the brain from the reactions of the males genetically predisposed to subordinate type of behaviour. Interconnection between the amines content both inside and between catecholamine systems was revealed.